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beginning and end of this Davis and early Flight 
period. Many wares that have been commonly classi
fied as late Dr Wall slowly appeared by paste style 
and decoration to belong more happily in this 
immediate post Wall period.

The extensive collection at the Dyson Perrins 
Museum is unique in the fact that it is not only 
devoted to porcelain made at Warmstry House, but 
that produced by the Chamberlains at Diglis. With 
the support of my assistant, Wendy Cook, wc 
painstakingly studied the bodies and glazes of the 
porcelain, having as many as 1,000 or so pieces in 
front of us at a time, until we were happy to experi
ence various progressions. As controls were put into 
play, we would sec the development of a particular 
shape, pattern, style of gilding or mark. It literally 
took months of debate between my assistant and 
myself and recognised authorities too numerous to 
mention who were involved along the way.

For instance, we would take all the black prints 
and match the various hues of black against the body 
and glaze to see the logical progression from the 
1750s to 1800. Wc did exercises on various flower 
painting styles disregarding whether painted against 
white, green or undcrglaze blue grounds. It was 
somewhat akin to the way the late Gerald Coke had 
pieced together what was and was not James Giles, 
but as he said to me once, “little down in black and 
white to help, but lots of calculated logic”.

On more than one occasion, Wendy and I have 
stood back from a newly arranged case to realise that 
one or two pieces were just not right. For the porce
lain began to look right together by either its body 
and glaze colour, style of decoration or shape and 
this was only possible because we had such quantities 
at our disposal, for even the most smashed up 
example from the stockroom was brought into play 

One golden lesson follows which is of the 
utmost importance in this monograph!

Changes in partnership may expedite, but do not 
automatically cause, changes in the body, glaze, 
shapes or decoration. One will override the other. 
Although it was essential to understand the logical 
progression and development of the various 
manufacturing processes, wc had to look elsewhere 
for clues to dating. We noticed that there was a 
delicate, but perceptible change in the body and

The period between the death of Dr John 
Wall in 1776 and the arrival of the Flights in 1783, is 
I believe, one of the most misunderstood periods in 
the history and development of the Worcester facto
ries. This misunderstanding has arisen understandably 
because a general assumption has been propagated 
over many years from various sources that a general 
decline took place after the departure of Dr Wall in 
1774. I have always been perplexed by this for the 
business survived the 18th century where others had 
failed and why should one of the finest English 
porcelain manufacturers of the 18th century decline, 
when the arts in general in Britain were blossoming? 
Despite this, collectors today treat the period in 
question with neglect or, at best, discuss it as ‘very 
late’.

My position as Curator of the Dyson Perrins 
Museum requires that I take an overview' of the 
entire history and development of all aspects of the 
Worcester factories from 1751 to the present day. 
Out of necessity, Worcester enthusiasts declare an 
interest in a particular period, theme or artist. The 
grey areas between these periods or their preferred 
highlights are abandoned and because of want of 
understanding become areas where prejudice and 
contempt are allowed to lurk. It is not surprising, in 
fact, that we lack understanding for, apart from the 
porcelain itself, very little has descended to us in the 
form of primary source material to help us to under
stand the development of the 18th century factory at 
Warmstry House.

During my curatorship, I take pride in having 
secured on behalf of the Dyson Perrins Trust, the 
original Partnership Deed dated 1751 and the diary 
of John Flight for the archives. These documents arc 
virtually all that is left to us in manuscript form 
relating to the original 18th century Warmstry 
factory.

We understand that the Warmstry factory records 
w'ere destroyed at some point when the factory 
amalgamated with that of Chamberlain in 1840. Wc 
therefore had no alternative but to turn our atten
tions to the porcelain itself. Whilst 1 was appraising 
the museum collection and other wares and making 
use of available archival material, certain conclusions 
began to emerge. Changes in the wares in the mid 
1770s and late 1780s became definable, marking the

as a test.
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Figure I. A selection of shapes in the new ‘French Shape’ 
which we believe was introduced in 1775. Only the coffee pot 
is decorated with Hampton gilding. (Courtesy of the Dyson 
Perrins Museum Trust.)

course, that Giles may have turned up his nose at the 
new shape, but I think not, for he had virtually 
turned his back on the Oriental styles in favour of 
Meissen to the extent that he required underglaze 
blue crossed swords on the majority of the Meissen 
style Worcester shapes he decorated. When the style 
for all things French arrived, I am sure Giles would 
have wished to satisfy the needs of his London 
clients.

At this point, it would be as well to look at the 
period in question from the opposite end. It was 
more than fortuitous last year that an old metal deed 
box on the factory should offer up the original 
manuscript Agreement between Charlotte Hampton 
and John Joseph Flight. The agreement dated 28 
May, 1789, states ‘Charlotte Hampton hath long 
been experienced and conversant in the several arts 
of gilding china and also in preparing the gold and in 
firing and burnishing the same’.

In the 18th century, the secrets of the separate 
trades within the ceramic industry were jealously 
guarded. If a key manager withdrew his sen-ices, a 
manufacturer could be in serious trouble.

It would appear that Robert Chamberlain Snr held 
the secrets of how to prepare and tire the gold. It 
would also appear from the diary of John Flight that

glaze right from the outset of the company. For the 
purpose of our study here, we looked at the 
Worcester porcelains delivered to James Giles and 
separated them out. He. of course, had been an 
independent enameller in London until 1776, a key 
date for us. We noticed that Giles had decorated the 
new French shape on precious few occasions 
and that the body and glaze encountered on that was 
not quite the same as on other Giles Worcester 
porcelain. The appearance is more dense and slightly 
less vitrified than before and because of a creaminess 
in the body, the glaze had to be blued and the green 
translucencv was eventually forsaken for a yellow 
tone. Although we were not comparing the styles of 
decoration with those of Giles, there was some 
uniformity here also. Narrow royal blue borders 
made an appearance, ‘factor)’ flowers’ as a style 
developed a ‘new look’. It became apparent that the 
new French shape must have evolved somewhere 
around the year 1775 and, consequently, it is seen so 
sparingly used by Giles. It could be argued, of
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after his departure, the company was in severe diffi
culties for on 21 July, 1789, Flight writes:

'while my brother and I were determined upon 
opening a shop in London, Chamberlain was 
treating about taking over our old house... 
what we could have done had we not met with 
Mrs Hampton I cannot tell. I see no possible 
way we could have carried on the business.’

The archival evidence confirms this, for engaging 
the services of Mrs Hampton was not only a life 
saver for the Flights but extremely beneficial to our 
purpose. Mrs Hampton prepared her gold differently 
and may have fired it in a different way also, giving a 
totally different effect to former Warmstry House 
gilding under the hand of Robert Chamberlain. This 
can be evidenced on a plate from the Bostock 
service (fig2) which also bears a deep blue crescent 
mark, showing not only was this gilded after 1789, 
but this general style of decoration was still extant 
although, I believe, at the end of its life.

Similarly, the Thomas Thurlow Mug — Bishop of 
Durham 1787—91 (fig2) — has this same Hampton 
gilding. The Hampton gilding is flat in section, 
although it burnishes to a high lustre. Whereas its 
predecessor was thick in application, it dragged from 
the brush; it virtually always showed brush marks 
and now often has acquired a coppery tinge and is 
not as bright. The two are quite distinct (fig3). To 
support this, the new French shape introduced as we 
believe in 1775, was still proving popular and 
appears with Hampton gilding and a number of 
obvious Flight decorations right through to the early 
1790s, although by then the body had become much 
whiter and the glaze less blued.

We therefore have two dates, 1775 for the 
suggested introduction of the French shape and 1789 
for the introduction of the new gilding process. As 
you have guessed, it has not given us a clean break- 
off point in 1783 when the Flights took over. This 
only serves to underline the fact that the Flights were 
put into the business. They had no background 
whatsoever as practical potters and they had the 
sense to allow the factor)' to run for a while whilst 
they got to know its workings.

Our main conclusion was this. That a whole area 
of decorations and shapes previously believed to be 
late or very late Dr Wall are not so, but arc, in fact, 
Davis 1774-83 or possibly Flight, up to the intro
duction of the new Hampton gilding process in 
1789.

Although this list is far from exhaustive, typical 
patterns arc as follows: Dalhousic; Lord Henry 
Thynnc; Puce Husk swags pendent from borders; 
Royal Blue Borders; Versions of small Spotted Fruit; 
Duchess of Kent; Hop Trellis; Stormont; The 
Theatrical Service; The Kew Service; Earl Manvcrs.

Here again there are no hard and fast rules. Some 
of the above designs may have had their origins prior 
to 1774, but in the main they follow some ten years 
or so later than generally ascribed.

Important changes took place in the year 1776. 
Dr. John Wall died in Bath after only two years 
retirement from the firm but more importantly, we 
lost the services of two of our most accomplished 
decorators. We know that James Giles was respon
sible for the enamelling branch in London which 
came to a close in that year and it is generally 
accepted that Robert Hancock also left us two years 
previously. Who was left to pick up the pieces, one 
should ask? The answer to that is Robert 
Chamberlain Snr, who should be justly regarded as 
the most important decorating force in the city of 
Worcester in the 18th century. It is an ironic quirk 
of history but speak of Robert Chamberlain Snr to a 
first period Worcester collector and they invariably 
think you are confusing them with some other 
factor)' in Worcester, whereas Robert Chamberlain 
Snr is known to have worked at Warmstry House 
for 30 years or more.

It is understood from R.W.Binns that Robert 
Chamberlain Snr was the first apprentice at the 
Warmstry Factory. Valentine Green was to state the 
ornamental part of the production of that factor)' and 
the embellishing of the ware was carried on under 
the immediate direction of Mr Chamberlain and his 
son for many years.

R.W.Binns goes on to state 
Chamberlain leaves Warmstry House shortly after its 
purchase by Mr Flight in 1783 to set up in King 
Street (to the rear of the present Dyson Perrins 
Museum). I must thank Mr Geoffrey Godden at this 
point for stimulating my thoughts and refer you to 
his excellent book Chamberlains Worcester Porcelain 
where he discusses this period in depth in Chapter 1. 
May I venture to suggest that Chamberlain may have 
set up as an independent enamelling branch in much 
the same way that Giles had done some years before. 
This could have easily been the case until the final 
breach came in 1789 when Mrs Hampton came to 
the rescue — as we have proof that she did. A 
thought to conjure with, but 1 do not believe he 
would have given up his profession as one of the 
most competent ceramic decorating managers in the 
country in 1783 for some five or six years and then 
proceeded to found his own separate 
without some involvement in between.

Perhaps one of the first pieces he decorated on his 
was the Flight mug illustrated by Geofircy 

Godden in his Chamberlain Worcester Porcelain and 
reproduced here (fig4). It is dated 1784 in undcrglaze 
blue on the base and a similar example from the 

collection is shown alongside. This dated

that Robert

business

own

museum
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to envisage pressures and requirements within their 
timescale. To try and put oneself in the shoes of an 
18th century porcelain potter and manufacturer is 
even more difficult, especially if unlike me you have 
never had that discipline, albeit in the 20th century.

It would appear that William Davis the Elder was 
a quiet, less flamboyant character than Dr Wall, but 
he worked closely with him on his researches on the 
Malvern Waters and the development of the original 
Worcester body. Davis, an apothecary by profession, 
was actually involved at the manufactory- and its 
manager from at least 1763-83 and fully involved 
with the constant development of the body glaze and 
colours. 1 feel sure what he believed to be real 
achievements are today regarded as decline. The 
early body prior to 1760, so much loved today by 

must have been an absolute headache

Figure 2. A dessert plate with the arms of Bostock with Rich in 
pretence and a mug with the arms of Thomas Thurlow,
Bishop of Durham 1787-91. Both items have the post 1789 
Hampton gilding. (Courtesy of the Dyson Perrins Museum 
Trust.)

example also helps to establish in our minds the style 
of decoration, body and glaze as it appeared at that 
date. Invariably, decorations such as these are 
regarded as late Dr Wall, possibly Davis — but this is 
definitely Flight.

I know it will not be easy for the reader, but we 
must approach the subject with a completely 
divorced mind and try and forget (but only 
temporarily) much of what we have built our 
knowledge upon. As has been stated before, one can 
only build on sure foundation stones and these are 
precious few in the history of the Warmstry factory. 
There has been much informed conjecture and 
hypothesis put forward in the last 100 years — allow 
me to stimulate your minds with a little more.

When we make a statement today, we do it with 
the understanding of having lived in the last years ot 
the 20th century. Thus when we assess the work ot 
those who lived in the 18th century, we have to try

connoisseurs,
to William Davis. The factory could only make small 
things with any degree of success. The larger the 
item, the more the likelihood of distortion and
firecracking. Thrown and turned shapes were more 
successful than those to be pressed and the modelled 
designs of the pressed items had to be made so elabo
rate as to disguise or strengthen to avoid distortion 
— ingenious potting indeed!
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Success or decline?
Similarly, connoisseurs remark upon the ‘decline’ 

of the cobalt at Worcester. It is true the subtle slatey 
blue so akin to the Oriental was continually devel
oped at Worcester until by the 1780s, the most 
vibrant underglaze and enamel blues were used. I am 
confident these again were regarded in their terms as 
tremendous improvements, the fruit of endless 
labour. Now they had a new rich blue so necessary 
for the decorations that were to follow enhanced by 
gold for the old blue would look sad. Here again, 
imagine the Hope Service with the old blue — it 
would have been a disaster. Observe, we are dealing 
with positive progressive change and not regression 
or decline. Necessity is the mother of invention, and 
I strongly suggest that our 20th century aesthetic 
observations should not entirely dominate the mind 
when assessing the development of ceramic art in the 
last quarter of the 18th century.

In conclusion, I confirm my belief that recent 
generations of collectors have rather enriched the 
earlier part of our company’s history with the finest 
productions of later periods. I have sought only to 
redress the balance and re-establish the reputation of 
the Worcester factory in the last quarter of the 18th 
century.

Figure 3. Sucrier base showing the thick coppery pre 1789 
gilding in contrast with the thinner and brighter Hampton 
gilding on the Bostock service. (Courtesy of the Dyson Perrins 
Museum Trust.)

How many 18th century Worcester dinner plates 
have you seen? Very few, for the Worcester body, 
like many others, just could not cope in general 
manufacture. After saying this, a dinner plate is one 
of the most difficult things to manufacture in porce
lain but there lies another story.

Davis as a businessman needed something more 
reliable and the body we see on the French shape 
teaware is the result. It appears slightly less vitrified 
and because of the creaminess of the body, the glaze 
had to be blued to try and retain the original look. 
The green translucency was lost for that of a yellow 
tone. General opinion today on aesthetic grounds 
would call it ‘the decline of the factory’. A more 
pragmatic approach from a practical potter would say 
the body was strengthened. They could now 
proceed to manufacture with diversity without such 
great loss levels. They would soon be able to 
contemplate the manufacture of full porcelain dinner 
services with large oval meat plates such as those for 
the huge order for the Duke of Clarence in 1792.
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Figure 4. An illustration of a Right Worcester mug dated 1784 
in underglaze blue and a similar mug. both cam' the thick 
coppery (pre 1789) gilding. (Courtesy of the Dyson Perrins 
Museum Trust and Geoffrey Godden of Worthing.)

Calendar of Events to the Article

Founding of the Worcester porcelain factory. 
Subscribers included Richard Holdship. Dr John 
Wall and William Davis. Robert Chamberlain 
apprentice to Richard Holdship.
1756 Robert Hancock engraver at Warmstry 
House.
Richard Holdship sold shares following his 
bankruptcy.
James Giles of London began enamelling white 
wares from Worcester by agreement.
Painters strike at Worcester reputedly caused by 
growth of transfer printing.
James Giles agreement terminated.
Worcester Porcelain Company reorganised.
Robert Chamberlain became a freeman and 
apprenticed his two sons to himself. Dr Wall retired 
to Bath (d. 1776). William Davis increases 
responsibility for daily management.
Robert Hancock left Company.
It is believed that the new French shape was 
introduced at this time.)
Thos Flight bought Company. Robert Chamberlain 
left shortly after to develop own decorating business 
and own manufacturing.
John Flight's diary reveals Company's problems. 
Flight appoints Charlotte Hampton. Introduction ot 
new gilding process.
The Hope Service for the Duke of Clarence is 
produced.

1751

1761

1767

1770

1771
1772
1774

1774
(1775

1783
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